Lab Notebook Evaluation Sheet

Physical Notebook
- Non-pen
- Non 445 Stuff
- Blank Pages not properly marked/signed

Consistency of Note Taking
- Not all dates shown
- No dates shown
- Missing weekly TA meeting checks
- Lack of improvement in response to weekly TA checks

Design Decisions and Development
- Insufficient Development
- Insufficient Alternatives
- Insufficient Derivations
- Insufficient Justifications
- Insufficient Schematics
- Insufficient Equations

Summaries of Work Sessions
- Insufficient Citations
- Insufficient Experimental Results
- Insufficient Description of Experiments
- Insufficient Partner Summaries

Graphs / Figures / Diagrams / Equations
- Insufficient Graphs
- Insufficient Figures
- Insufficient Diagrams and/or Pseudocode
- Insufficient Equations
- Insufficient labels/units

Total

________ / 50